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INTRODUCTION 

Orange, NSW has always been known for it’s bountiful food, being a popular tourist 

destination for its wineries, berries, and other produce, and has been dubbed the ‘Food 

Basket of New South Wales’. In recent years, a new type of agriculture has been 

emerging in the highly food savvy area: Boutique Agriculture. Not much has been 

written about boutique agriculture, but it seems that many businesses are turning to 

this new stem of agriculture to supplement their business, or to start up a new 

agricultural businesses that is more unique.  

In an area that is already so heavily influenced by its agricultural industry, it seems 

logical that this possible shift in agriculture in the region could affect the image that is 
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upheld by Orange and its surrounding counties. This led us to pose the question: How 

has Boutique Agriculture informed the image of Orange and the surrounding areas? 

We have attempted to answer this question by addressing the following aims: 

• To find out if there has been an increase in popularity towards Boutique 

Agriculture 

• Why has there been a shift to Boutique Agriculture 

• Who the businesses owners are 

• Whether these boutique products have had a positive reception in the local 

community and with tourists 

• To define Boutique Agriculture 

 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

The image of Orange and Boutique Agriculture 

Orange is a small town in the central tablelands of NSW, 258km west of Sydney over 

the Blue Mountains. With a population of just over 40,000 people, Orange is often 

referred to as ‘Australia's 'Colour City’, 'Food Basket' and 'Hub of the Central West’ 

(Orange Town and Around website, 2011). These titles come from the many aspects 

of the region that come together to create the image of Orange that is exhibited to the 

rest of Australia and to the world, such as the amazing colours of the trees during the 

Autumn months, the abundance of gourmet food and agriculture. Orange is located 

conveniently close to the city (within four hours) but also maintains the low key, 

down to earth country mentality and hospitality of a country town. The seasons in 

Orange are very distinct (Figure 1).  

They create an almost mesmerising 

experience at any time of the year. It is 

also worth noting, that Orange was 

also recognised through out the 

surveys distributed for mining and 

health care, and is also the noted as the 

birthplace of well-known Australian 

Figure 1  - Source: 
http://www.australiaforeveryone.com.au/images/Orange_autumn.jpg  
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poets Banjo Patterson and Kenneth Slessor. Orange was named for the Prince William 

of Orange, later becoming King of Holland, by Thomas Mitchell in 1864, having 

previous been called ‘Blackman’s Swamp’ after John Blackman, the chief constable 

of Bathurst, and the owner of acreage known as Kelso, now a suburb of Bathurst 

(Australian Women’s Weekly, 1964). 

Mining has recently become a great source of both income and population growth for 

the small town, with some experts stating that Cadia mine has kept Orange afloat, 

leaving it vastly unaffected by the economic difficulties facing most Australian cities. 

Orange is lucky enough to also have had recent expansions to the Health Services and 

Charles Sturt University, bringing in more jobs, as well as strong local agriculture and 

tourism sectors. There is also the large Electrolux Company holding many jobs and 

bringing steady income into the town (Somerville, 2011). 

 

When looking at articles on Orange and the surrounding areas however, the 

predominant theme in the articles, websites and other literature found is the food and 

wine sector. Perhaps directly related to Orange’s largely successful F.O.O.D. Week 

(Food Of Orange District) - taking place over ten days in April each year, showcasing 

all types of food and wine local to Orange and the surrounding areas, the event pulled 

in over 15,000 visitors to Orange in 2009, and continues to grow (Australian 

Traveller, 2010). Lined up along one of the main streets in Canowindra, not far from 

Orange, long tables are set up (Figure 2). The gala dinner experienced contains only 

ingredients that are produced within 

100 miles of the area (as seen in 

Figure 3). 

This is often referred to as the 100 

mile diet instructs that all produce 

consumed should be from within 100 

miles (160km) of where you live. 

One such artisan store in Orange that 

is a big part of F.O.O.D. week and 

tourism in Orange, A Slice of 

Orange, strongly believes in this concept: 
 

Figure 2 – Source: 
http://www.australiantraveller.com/images/galleries/3949/
032_100_orange02.jpg 
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“We were aware of the 100 Mile Diet concept, which originated in Canada, and felt that Orange had 

enough amazing food grown in the area it support a similar food philosophy”, Lisa says,  “Orange just 

needed a centrally located outlet for customers to buy it from”.      

   

“A Slice of Orange is like a gourmet tasting plate of all the region’s finest food and produce,” Jess 

says. “We’re very excited to be bringing the best produce from the Central West to the table and 

supporting Orange’s community spirit.” 

         (A Slice of Orange Press Release, 2009) 

 

 

 
Figure 3 - The 100 Mile Diet as Applied to Orange    

Source: http://www.asliceoforange.com.au/media//meet_100_mile_map_1.jpg 

But the food and wine identity of Orange doesn’t stop at F.O.O.D. Week, it continues 

through the year. With the Orange Visitors Guide titled ‘Taste Orange’, it can be seen 

that there are a multitude of food and wine experiences to be had in the region. These 

experiences, perhaps, are the leading contributor in the creation of the national, and 

international, image of the small town of Orange, NSW. As well as F.O.O.D. Week, 

Orange also holds Slow Summer Festival, Frost Fest and Wine Week, which 

showcase more of the regions food and wine offerings, as well as it’s lifestyle arts, 

music, community, and health and well-being (Taste Orange, 2010), There is also the 

Orange Region Farmers markets on the second Saturday of each month. With all 
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these events in mind, the region also has its day-to-day food experiences, that keep 

people coming to the region throughout the year, these include: berry and cherry 

picking in summer, wine tasting all year round, in addition to an abundance of 

restaurants, from casual dining in the pubs and cafés, to unique gourmet experiences, 

such as Tonic Restaurant, Millthorpe.  

 

Boutique agriculture is represented in literature as a specialised niche of farming that 

has primarily arisen as a response to agricultural market changes and consumer 

demands. This style of farming is revitalising rural communities through tourism, 

settling baby-boomers and young families that are attempting to reconnect with the 

nation’s heritage and history. It is a phenomenon that is occurring in many western 

civilisations over the world where the concern for food origins and nutritional health 

is increasing across various classes. Boutique food is benefitting from the increase in 

the farmer’s market philosophy and increasing occurrence (Coster & Kennon 2005), 

by selling products with tremendous consumer appeal it enables vendors to charge 

consumers the inflated prices, which some small scale operations may demand (Rilla 

2003). 

Food trends such as organics, Slow Food and ‘100 Mile Diet’ are all examples of an 

increasing food awareness that is enticing tourists and consumer to buy local produce 

that has minimal environmental impacts, supports the local industry and community. 

The Orange district is fast becoming increasingly recognised as a gourmet food hub, 

due to its proximity to Sydney and its nutrient rich soils. Its increase in food oriented 

tourism and settlement is evident through the increasing occurrence and popularity of 

events such the ones organised by Food of Orange District (F.O.O.D.). 2011 saw the 

20 year anniversary of F.O.O.D. week, an event that is showing huge growth in 

numbers from 4,000 people attending in 1992, to 10,000 in 2007 according to the 

2011 program, and has increased in numbers every year since. The Borenore Trail is 

another program that targets tourists. It entices them to sample local produce, markets 

the idea through its uniquity and quality, a recurring theme in many boutique market 

strategies. In Orange city, the appearances of specialty food stores had begun to 

emerge in the late 2000’s. ‘A Slice of Orange’, ‘Totally Local’ and “The Essential 

Ingredient’ and their associated successes are all examples of a growing market in the 

‘boutique food’ industry in Orange.  
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This shift towards boutique farms is mainly due to agricultural market changes. There 

has been an Australia wide amalgamation of farms and loss of land to other uses 

(Department of Agriculture 1983), this is still true today (Productivity Commission 

2005). This means that it is harder for smaller farms to compete in larger markets 

therefore leading to other tactics employed by farmers to help make ends meet. 

Diversification enhances resiliency against market-demand changes (PC 2005). This 

could mean that some commodities produced perhaps are sold to more specific 

markets for example organics, which can be regarded as a ‘boutique produce’. As 

these products cannot compete with the prices of larger retail chains, the retailer of 

specialty goods have to push taste and quality of their products to make sales.  As 

mentioned above, consumer demand is helping to drive the boutique food industry. 

As consumers are becoming more aware and dissatisfied with the way food is 

processed on larger scales, it is turning many to other, local options. Awareness of 

environmental issues is also directing consumer demand towards more responsible 

farming practices. Smaller, diverse farms could potentially be more environmentally 

sustainable (PC 2005). This could be through organic certification, or even the 

diversification of agricultural produce within geographical regions that can perhaps 

reduce vulnerability to disease, over grazing, land degradation etc (Rilla 2003). The 

‘buy local’ idea through campaigns such as ‘The 100 Mile Diet’ is also educating 

consumers on the environmental benefits of reducing food transportation and carbon 

emissions. 

In Australia, particularly in NSW, recent higher than average rainfall has helped to 

entice and facilitate the move of city dwellers to regional settings. As the tropical 

regions are colder and wetter than usual, the greener pastures are attracting more 

tourists of late, to rural communities to sample the produce first-hand (Edwards 

2011). The greener pastures are also luring baby boomers and young business people 

to buy up properties (Stapleton 2007). These newcomers are also very likely to 

produce on a small scale to help fund retirement or supplement their current off-farm 

income. It is being discovered that consumers are ready to buy value added products 

for extra flavours that are possibly unique to a particular region (Rilla 2003). This 

concept that has been well known for years in the wine industry is now making its 

way back into the marketing strategy of many food producers. 
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There has been little data published on certain food industries such as organics. 

Australian Bureau of Statistics and the Australian Bureau of Resource Economics 

collect regular and detailed data on Australian agriculture. However, this data does 

not distinguish between conventional and organically grown produce (DAFF 2004). It 

is difficult to collect data on ‘boutique agriculture’ due to the subjective nature of its 

definition.  

 

METHODOLOGY 
In order to carry out research on our chosen topic of boutique agriculture and it’s 

placement in the image of Orange and the surrounding areas, we undertook several 

methodologies, these were: 

• Online Research 

• Surveys 

• Interviews 

• Emails to local councils 

Early on, we began looking online for articles on boutique agriculture, in order to 

determine what exactly boutique agriculture entailed, as well as what kind of 

businesses it covered, this gave us an idea of the types of businesses that we needed to 

both look at and talk to to gather the information we would need to answer the aims 

we had set out for ourselves. We also carried out research into Orange and the 

surrounding areas to give us an idea of the image that Orange held and presented, this 

was particularly important as we had chosen to research how boutique agriculture fed 

into this image, so an understanding of the image, as it currently exists was crucial. 

The next step that was taken was determining the local stores, producers, orchards, 

farms and wineries that we wanted to survey, interview and /or visit during our field 

trip to Bathurst. This took some narrowing down, as not all businesses produced the 

kinds of goods we were looking for, but we also needed to approach businesses that 

were not boutique in order to gain another point of view. In preparation, we also 

decided to email a number of surveys to businesses, asking them to fill out the survey 

and return it by email where possible, or to respond with an appropriate time for us to 

visit and retrieve the survey. We also posed the question of whether they had time to 
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be interviewed. In total, seventeen preliminary emails were sent out, and five 

responses were received: three were happy to give interviews and forwarded contact 

details to arrange a time, the fourth replied stating that he did not feel his business was 

right for our project but offered alternatives for us to follow up and the fifth agreed to 

complete our survey and have it ready to be picked up during the week. 

We also sent emails to the Orange Council, Blayney Council and Cabonne Council 

requesting information on food tourism in the areas and local markets and events – all 

responded well and gave helpful information. 

Upon arriving in Bathurst, we mapped out the businesses we wanted to visit on a map 

taken from the ‘Taste of Orange’ tourist brochure, this worked particularly well as the 

map already had several places of interest to us marked. We visited businesses in 

Orange, Vittoria, Millthorpe, Blayney, Nashdale, Borenore and Cudal, as shown in 

Figure 5 below: 

 
Figure 4 - Map of Areas Visited                                Source: http://maps.google.com.au/maps?hl=en&tab=wl 

We worked our way through our chosen list, visiting the marked businesses, which 

consisted of local stores, cafes, farms, wineries and local producers of goods such as 

apples, berries, honey and nuts. In total, we physically handed out 26 surveys, of 

which we received 12 back and conducted 4 interviews in the field with Borrodell 

Winery, Hillside Orchard, Huntly Berry Farm and Orange Mountain Winery. The 
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interviews proved to be very important to our research and provided a lot of insight 

into boutique agriculture from several different points of view. 

 

LIMITATIONS 

We faced many limitations with our chosen topic and methodologies.  

Firstly, we faced the shallow response to emails that were sent out, this is likely due 

to the area being regional and email not being as widely used in regards to businesses 

or general communications, especially in many of the businesses we were looking 

into.  

Our next limitation was in the distance being travelled each day to get to Orange from 

Bathurst, as it is a further 45 minutes drive. Some of the businesses we chose to visit 

were also outside of Orange, and this meant a lot of driving. Unfortunately this meant 

that we didn't get to visit all of our targeted businesses due to lack of time.  

Another limitation was in the lack of survey returns, we knew that it was likely not 

everyone would return the surveys, even though we had handed them out with 

stamped return envelopes. We had decided to do this instead of interviewing people 

on the spot as our survey was slightly longer than was comfortable to be filling out 

while we waited, and also to give people more incentive to fill it out and return it as 

there was quite a relaxed time frame. Upon returning from the field trip, a very small 

number of surveys were returned before Christmas, which did have us worried, 

however with a final number of 12, we were quite happy with the response. The 

quality of surveys received back was also quite impressive, as we had a good variety 

of businesses return their surveys and there were quite varied responses. 

Lastly, a limitation that has arisen post-field trip has come to our attention recently, 

we are now aware that some of the questions we posed in the survey could have been 

worded better and/or differently to better answer our aims and objectives. 
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RESULTS OF SURVEYS 
 

Of the 12 completed surveys returned, 9 businesses considered themselves to be 

somewhat boutique (Figure 5). These boutique businesses manufactured and/or sold 

included wine, verjus, olive oil, 

hazelnut products, jams, berries, 

varietal honey, honey chocolates, 

other beehive products and food 

products grown or made within 

100 kilometers of Orange. The 

reasons boutique business decided 

to produce their chosen product 

included personal interest, wanting 

to do something different, desire to 

utilise their land or inherited 

plantation, move on from producing a standard product to a unique one in order to 

value add as well as to support traditional/artisan food instead of supermarkets.  

When asked to describe what made their product boutique responses included small 

volume production, small distribution networks, difficulty to produce a quality 

product, attention to detail and selling direct to the public. Survey 10 stated, “Honey 

is not a boutique product but when packaged as varieties and with special labels and a 

honey shop it becomes a boutique item”. This distinguished boutique products from 

non-boutique products defined by survey 2, “We produce large quantities, which is 

not conducive to boutique market. Our product is sold in bulk. Small market not a 

profitable option for us”. 

All boutique and non-boutique businesses originated in either Orange or surrounding 

regions, with 50% operating for over 15 years in the Central West (Figure 6). 

Similarly, the vast of owners have lived in the Central West for more than 15 years 

(Figure 6). These businesses originated in Orange because owners were born into the 

industry, already resided in the area, retirement activity/hobby, had a passion for food 

and hospitality and wanted to support artisan producers. Notably most boutique 

Figure 5 How boutique businesses considered themselves 
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businesses have started producing and/or selling boutique products within the past 15 

years. 

 

 

Figure 6 Years respondents have lived and operated their businesses in the Central West 

All respondents felt their product was well received in the local community, tourists 

and respective markets of distribution. All boutique products were distributed within 

Orange and the Central West (Figure 7). However, distribution of boutique products 

into capital cities and online was less common. Many of the non-boutique businesses 

sold their product in capital cities, but did not distribute online.  

 

 

Figure 7 Locations businesses supply to 
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All statements relating to the image of Orange had at least 50% of respondents in 

agreement with (Figure 8). 83% agreed that Orange and surrounding regions have a 

defined image with 58% agreeing this image is predominately associated with the 

food industry. Extended response survey questions suggested that mining, health care, 

“lifestyle blocks” [Survey 11] and that “Orange is probably not as well recognised as 

Mudgee” [Survey 2] contributed to 42% of respondents feeling neutral regarding 

Orange’s image being predominately associated with the food industry.  

100% agreed that Orange’s image had changed over the past 15 years, but only 83% 

strongly agreed or agreed that this was due to boutique agriculture within the region. 

However, all agreed that boutique agriculture encourages more tourism to Orange and 

that the overall food industry is important for tourism to Orange. As for the business’ 

role in the portrayed image of Orange and resultant tourism, 100% agreed that their 

business contributes to this image. The ways that these business contribute to the 

image of Orange included: 

 

“Very few beekeepers go to the trouble to produce gourmet honey products like us” 

Survey 6 

“Artisan agriculture” Survey 8 

“We sell the products that tourists are looking for. Orange is expanding as a tourist 

destination because of wine and food” Survey 9 

“Honey produced in this area is amongst the finest in Australia. Yellow box, stringy 

bark, Patterson’s curse are just a few of the varieties” Survey 10 

 

The profitability of businesses selling boutique products received the lowest 

percentage of agreeing responses, 50%. 40% felt neutral about this statement while 

10% disagreed, citing that “sometimes there is less margin in boutique products” 

[Survey 12] and “Not easy to make money from agriculture at any time – boutique is 

no different. Costs often more than sales” [Survey 8]. 
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Figure 8 Scaled opinion questions and responses 

 

DISCUSSION 

The people operating these boutique businesses are more often than not local 

residents who have been living in Orange for over 15 years as demonstrated in the 

results collected. Many stated that they were born, had family connections or already 
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Orange. Respondent 3 had moved for employment reasons to Orange from Sydney 

over 15 years ago but only started their boutique olive grove upon retirement. 

Additionally this olive grove was run as “a hobby/retirement activity [where] 

financially it is only a break-even operation”. This contrasted to the majority of 

responses that were using boutique agriculture as a “natural progression” to value-add 

to their existing product for example, making jams and sauces from their berries.  

All boutique products and producers surveyed have had a positive reception in the 

local community and with tourists. Some of the businesses targeted in this study have 

received awards, are regarded as excellent and are fairly well known with repeat 

customers. Confirmation of the success of the boutique industry within Orange is 

exemplified with activities such as berry picking attracting coach loads of tourists 

from Sydney, which are more often than not sold out as stated by Huntley Berry 

Farm. 
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In the initial research stage due to the lack of literature regarding boutique agriculture 

there was no clear definition of what constituted boutique agriculture. However, after 

this study it appears that boutique agriculture is often run by smaller businesses that 

produce small volumes of stock, in non-generic varieties, who package their stock as 

a specialty item intended for gifting or special occasions and have a small distribution 

network often limited to cellar door, specialist resellers or online.  

From our results, we determined that there were two businesses per five years, over a 

15 year period, that started to operate as selling or producing boutique products. 

Given the Orange regions population, it can be concluded that this is a notable 

amount. According to the majority of respondents, food tourism in Orange is 

increasing and a very significant contributing factor to the image of Orange. Whilst 

this is due to all types of gourmet food and wine produce, 100% of respondents 

strongly agreed to agreed, that boutique agriculture helps to encourage this tourism in 

Orange. This increase in food tourism applies to many producers and sellers in the 

district. Boutique agriculture is only ‘a slice’ of the food image of orange. This is 

apparent through the popularity of the Orange Farmers’ Market, where all types of 

producers are represented. In most brochures and opinions about Orange, the areas 

regional wines also play a major part in contributing to the boutique agricultural 

image; however the boutique market is only a segment of this. 

From the extended responses and research, it is evident that boutique agricultural 

products are utilised as a way of sampling what the region has to offer. Lower 

agreement with higher profit margins due to selling boutique products indicates that 

the industry is possibly aimed at attracting consumers to sample produce and to 

perhaps educate locals about different food philosophies. It is about promoting the 

local community and the region as a whole, through tourists directly buying their 

produce, spending money in town and in surrounding areas. 

 Regarding profit margins, the businesses we targeted were quite possibly producing 

and selling certain commodities that are successful operating at small scales. As the 

agricultural economy and consumer demands change, some commodities are quite 

successfully produced and targeted at a boutique market. This type of agriculture has 

opportunity to be intensified and marketed in a way that promotes quality produce. 
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Orange is an area that is taking advantage of this due to its landscape and climate 

conditions. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Boutique agriculture encompasses smaller businesses that produce or sell small 

quantities of non-generic variety products, that are packaged with the intention of 

being a specialty item particularly for gifting or special occasions and have a small 

distribution network. Although boutique agriculture is just a ‘slice’ of Orange’s 

overall agriculture industry our research has demonstrated that it plays a vital role in 

attracting tourists to the orange region. As boutique agriculture is only part of an 

Orange’s food industry, it is part of the overall increase in popularity of Orange food 

as evidenced by events such as F.O.O.D week. The attraction for growers to produce 

boutique products lies within the potential to value add to their existing products and 

attract more business as the region is marketed as a diverse quality food area. The 

majority of producers are local residents Orange that have decided to introduce 

boutique products to supplement their existing produce or have initially opened a 

boutique business due to personal interest. The success of these businesses relies 

heavily on the positive reception from the local community and tourists as well as 

awards that many boutique farmers surveyed have won.  
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